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Silos Are Killing 
Your Content Brand
Take a sledgehammer to them, 
and watch your metrics climb

Presented by GLC | a marketing communications agency
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Introduction

Shannon 
Cummins
VP, Business 
Development

Shannon has more than 30 
years of experience developing 
and leading healthcare client 
content program engagements 
and ensuring total client 
satisfaction. 

B.A., University of Illinois

Michelle 
Jackson
Senior Content Director

Michelle brings 17 years of 
experience in journalism and 
content marketing, with a focus 
on editorial management, 
content strategy and storytelling.

B.A., English, 
Texas Tech University

About GLC | A Marketing 
Communications Agency

We deliver award-winning marketing 
strategies and programs for 
healthcare organizations and 
professional associations across the 
country. Whether your content is 
delivered via print, digital, video or 
social channels, a good program 
starts with a sound strategy and 
improves through measurable results.
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Discover the secret to removing the barriers that commonly 
exist between print and digital content platforms. 

Learning Objectives

Learn to make your content work harder and go further by 
extending the lifecycle of every piece you produce. 

Gain tips for bringing together disparate marketing and 
communications teams for maximum content collaboration. 
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Conflicted messaging

The Struggle Is Real

This leads to:

maintaining consistent 
messaging

74%
coordinating content 
marketing efforts among 
multiple departments 
and brands

60%
working across too 
many department silos

45%

Source: Content Marketing Institute’s Enterprise Content Marketing 2019 report

Wasted budget Lower marketing ROI

struggle with struggle with struggle with
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Break It Down to Build It Up

+ =
In 2016, Hackensack University Health Network and Meridian Health
merged to form a health network with 17 hospitals and more than 
500 care locations across New Jersey.
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Break It Down to Build It Up

Challenges
Reconcile the marketing strategies of what had been 
competing healthcare entities

Convince consumers that this combination of resources will 
translate into better healthcare for them

Manage internal expectations around the strategic marketing 
and coverage of services
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Break It Down to Build It Up

Opportunity
Build an integrated, consumer-centric 
content program, using Hackensack 
Meridian Health’s flagship publication 
with a revised digital experience, to tell 
its story and build awareness for the 
newly formed health network.
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Develop a Strong Consumer Content Brand

Can it be owned?

Does it support the organizational 
brand, mission, vision and values?

Is it differentiated from competitors?

Does the brand tell the audience what 
to expect from the content?

Is the brand strong enough to support 
all consumer-facing content?
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Develop a Strong Consumer Content Brand

Mission and Vision
HealthU is a comprehensive print and online content resource that provides tools 
that audiences need to make informed decisions about their health. With expert 
advice and truly unique perspectives from Hackensack Meridian Health clinicians, 
HealthU aspires to empower audiences to live their best life with the right education.

HealthU demonstrates HMH’s:

Dedication to the community

Commitment to education
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Three separate initiatives, 
one mission 

Develop a Strong Consumer Content Brand
HealthViews Magazine

Health Hub Online

Health E-News

HealthU Magazine

HealthU Online

HealthU 
Podcast

Consistent consumer content brand,
cohesive look and voice

HealthU 
E-News
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Remove Silos & Create an Interdepartmental Team

Newsroom-style monthly content planning sessions

Include marketing 
managers from 
each site, service 
area and region, 
as well as podcast, 
social media, PR 
and video teams

Participants 
submit 
“pitches” for 
content 

Give every 
participant a 
strong voice

Offer more 
opportunities 
for exposure 
through digital 
channels

Version calls 
to action and 
sidebars for 
specific hospital 
initiatives
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Make Your Content Work Harder

Print
patient
story

Which 
version(s)? 
Network? 

Call to 
action

Online 
components

Photos
Social 
media

E-news Podcast
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Metrics: And They’re Off …

2,940 2,940 calls (2,116 physician referrals and 1,710 service referrals) to the 
dedicated HealthU call center number from June 2019 to June 2020 

1,316 1,316 individuals utilized HMH services after a call center contact from 
HealthU, 13% of which were new patients to the network

+$6.9M HealthU magazine drove 1,316 patient accounts for $6.9 million in expected 
contribution margin

70% Patients utilizing the call center are 70% female, with the highest numbers 
coming from the 25–34 and 65–74 age groups
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Metrics: And They’re Off …

28%
81%
92%

28% of magazine recipients have not used Hackensack Meridian Health
services in the past few years but will consider the network in the future

81% of magazine recipients say they learned about HMH services that they 
previously were not aware of

92% of magazine recipients strongly agree or agree that they are more likely to 
use HMH services because of HealthU and more likely to recommend HMH
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Top web page referrals from HealthU Magazine

Metrics: And They’re Off …

Nutrition content landing page 788 pageviews

Health screenings everyone should get 591 pageviews

Everything you want to know about sleep 361 pageviews

HealthU Podcast 263 pageviews

COVID-19 landing page 230 pageviews

How to manage anxiety around coronavirus 213 pageviews

Common myths about COVID-19 explained 197 pageviews
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Daily COVID-19-related 
posts on HealthU
Online from the start 
of the pandemic

Enter COVID-19
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A strong, cohesive content brand can help ensure all of your 
content is delivered in one voice and one look.  

Key Takeaways 

Involve all content creators in newsroom-style content 
planning sessions to find opportunities for collaboration. 

Developing content outside of vacuums can reveal opportunities 
to make your content go farther and work harder. 
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Questions?

scummins@glcdelivers.com • 847.205.3034 • glcdelivers.com

Shannon Cummins


